
Applying Lean Thinking
to the Dairy Industry
Purpose

The UK dairy industry collectively � farmers, processors,

manufacturers and their customers in retail and foodservice is

wasting £1.5bn.  Big savings could be realised if the industry applied

some simple approaches to business improvement and developed

better business relations along the supply chain.  

This conclusion has been reached after the application of a pilot

programme conducted over the last 4 years by the Food Chain

Centre using a method known as �lean thinking�.  This work was

done in partnership with Cardiff Business School and formed one

part of the Food Chain Centre�s programme to test business

improvement methods and new ways of working across the agri-

food industry.

In this report we:

! Demonstrate how wasteful activities that cost time and money

can be identified in dairy supply chains;

! Identify generic issues faced by the dairy industry;

! Provide potential solutions that can be adopted to realise

savings. 

Background

The UK is the third largest milk producer in the EU.  Our farms have

the largest average herd size in the EU (with the exception of the

Czech Republic) yet profitability has been declining (until very

recently with some relief from rising prices).  In 2002 the Milk

Development Council commissioned KPMG to undertake research to

help establish what the supply chain could do to improve the

situation.    

This work has led to a growing consensus among various bodies

representing the dairy industry � including the NFU, MDC and Dairy

UK on a series of actions to deliver sustainable competitiveness in

the future:
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! Increase innovation to differentiate and add value to milk;

! Develop more effective relationships and contracts in order to

realise better value at farm level;

! Increase efficiency across the supply chain when compared with

competitors.

Profits are more likely to result from having differentiated products,

high levels of productivity and low levels of waste by working in

partnership with suppliers.  The Food Chain Centre�s work

contributes directly to help achieve these objectives.  

The Food Chain Centre�s work therefore builds on the KPMG

recommendations by testing the application of lean thinking to the

industry.  The results reported here demonstrate how lean can help

the industry better understand its customers and how better

collaboration both horizontally and vertically can help reduce costs.  

Between 2003 and 2007 we completed 8 whole chain projects to

test whether �lean thinking� could deliver commercial benefits.

These 8 projects have focused on milk and cheese products sold

through multiple and convenience retailers, foodservice including

schools as well as direct to the consumer.  

These pilot projects were the first genuinely cooperative efforts to

have been made on an industry scale basis.  They were distinctive

both because they extended from end to end in the food chain and

because they were action oriented leading to real change, delivering

a commercial impact.  

The projects were completed against a difficult background.

! The sector was under scrutiny throughout the period of this work

by the competition authorities.  

! There was considerable re-structuring across the processing

sector.

! Businesses were short of resource to devote to project work.  

! There was a natural scepticism that �lean thinking� could benefit

the dairy sector because it originated from another industry and

because dairy has some unique characteristics.   
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Fortunately, our work enjoyed strong support and encouragement

from industry bodies.  In the NFU�s �Vision for the Dairy Industry�

completion of the work was considered an important step for

shedding light on how the dairy chain was working.     

Subsequently, both MDC and Dairy UK have launched their own

business improvement programmes.  In the case of MDC farm

business clubs have been developed along the lines of those

pursued in other sectors.  Dairy UK is running a programme aimed at

improving processor efficiency using a technique known as a

Masterclass.

This links together in to a cohesive programme, similar to the work

of the Red Meat Industry Forum and the Cereals Industry Forum in

other sectors.    

All of the case studies derived from the Food Chain Centre�s whole

chain work are available on: www.foodchaincentre.com

Identifying Waste

�Lean thinking� describes an approach to business that aims to

deliver more and more with less and less � less human effort, less

equipment, less time and less space � while coming closer and closer

to providing consumers with exactly what they want.  It involves

identifying and eliminating all forms of waste in supply chains and

focusing instead on what delivers value for consumers.

Although �lean� originated in car manufacturing, it has been applied

extensively in the food industry, initially by Tesco in the late 1990�s.

Lean has proven to be very adaptable because it is based around a

sound set of principles that relate to the organisation of work.

Briefly, these are:

! Specify value by product - not from the perspective of individual

businesses but from that of consumers. 

! Distinguish between the actions necessary to create that value

and those that just add cost.

! Make product flow through the chain with minimum interruptions

between the steps.
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! As closely as possible produce at the rate at which consumers�

take from the shelf (known as �consumer pull�).

! In pursuit of perfection - keep reconfiguring the chain to become

ever more efficient and responsive.  

To put these principles into practice for the 8 pilot projects, we

developed a robust approach that could be replicated across the

industry (as well as in other sectors).  This involved a series of steps: 

! Identify a particular consumer product to focus on (such as a pint

of milk or pack of cheese) � this helps to reduce complexity;

! Pull together a team drawn from each of the businesses in the

supply chain, for instance a farmer, processor and retailer;

! Support the team with a facilitator (from Cardiff Business School).

This team based approach involves �learning by doing�, in other

words addressing a problem with the help of advisors and building

the skills to tackle similar projects in future.  

So we did not act as typical consultants but instead helped the

businesses involved find their own solutions.  In this way we were

able to encourage teamwork as well as train the individuals that took

part.

Each of our 8 teams then �walked the chain�.  In all cases this started

from milking on the farm to the point of consumer purchase.  The

aim was to capture what is actually happening across the supply

chain not what is supposed to happen.  

This involves a detailed assessment of all the processes in the chain

including collecting data on performance.  Our approach focuses on

operations rather than financial information.  

This information collected by the team was then summarised on a

chart.  A typical chart is shown overleaf.  This chart relates to a milk

product. 
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Current  State  Map

These charts have three components.

(a)    Product  Flow  

Along the bottom, each chart shows for the single product all the

steps taken to transform it from a raw material state to a final

product. Deciding on what constitutes a value adding activity is

critical.  The test we adopted for this was to put yourself in the

position of the consumer and ask if you would pay less for the

product or be less satisfied with it if a given step and its necessary

time were left out. 

(b)    Information  Flow

The top of the chart shows the information flow.  This starts where

an order enters the system and flows mainly in the opposite

direction to the product.  

(c)    Timeline

The charts also shows the time-line, that is how long the product

takes in the value chain and the proportion of that time that is value

adding. 
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The team also collect data on key performance measures for the

supply chain such as the following: 

! Not right first time

! Delivery schedule achievement

! People productivity

! Stock turns

! Overall equipment effectiveness

! Value added per person

! Floor space utilisation

After summarising the chain in this way, the team examines problems

and opportunities for improvement.  It then creates a vision of an

ideal chain for the future.  A medium term �future state map� is then

created with a time horizon of 12-18 months.  This sets out what the

teams thought was practically achievable and leads to an action

plan.  

Opportunities for Improvement in the Dairy Chain      

For all 8 of the dairy products we examined, in excess of 95% of the

time between milking and consumer purchase the product is either

waiting or involved in steps that add no value.  

The lean thinking approach puts the spotlight on recognising and

sharing exactly what it is that consumers want from a product.  In

most of the examples we looked at, some people had a good

appreciation of consumer needs but this was not shared throughout

the chain.  Improving this helps to encourage better service levels,

more effective innovation and ultimately higher sales.

Across the 8 chains we have identified 6 ways that wasteful activities

typically impact in dairy supply chains.  

1. Operational management

2. Transport inefficiency

3. Reducing information complexity 

4. Demand management

5. Introducing overall supply chain key performance measures
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6. Developing a better understanding of customer value 

1. Operational  Management  

We have split this into 4 areas.

(a) Milk  Production

In the pilot projects, there were significant variations in production

efficiencies between farms.  This occurred even where farms were

co-located and subject to similar geographical and climatic

conditions. 

These differences are well known and have been widely studied.

The MDC has recently concluded that efficiency doesn�t depend

mainly on scale or system but is more a factor of the people

operating the system and their willingness to adapt.  

Our work confirms that much untapped potential remains.  There

was little evidence of farmers critically examining their production

processes (working practices).  Instead they tended to focus on

agronomy or on capital expenditure. 

There was a general resistance to the idea that other sectors could

offer good ideas relevant to dairy.  

Although dairy is one of the best farming sectors for benchmarking

and sharing of best practice it has yet to fully exploit the potential of

this work.    One opportunity is for groups of dairy farmers to form

�supplier associations� working with each other and their customer(s)

to share more information and to focus on process improvement.  

Where farmer groups already exist in dairy they tend to centre on

issues such as veterinary practices or negotiating feed prices. A lean

supplier association would encompass these issues, but would also

explore ways to improve the efficiency of working practices.  A

variety of key process such as milking, calving, feeding, or output

management could be examined.  Farmers would not only share

dairying best practices, but also consider how ideas from other

industries could be adapted.
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Supplier associations are increasingly common in many industries as

they provide a well accepted structure for achieving improvement

and sharing information.  In the dairy sector they could readily be

formed amongst groups of farmers that supply a particular dairy.

Indeed the dairy, as the customer, should ideally provide strong

support because they would also benefit. 

Indeed, as a result of two of our projects, new supplier associations

were introduced. 

Some retailers have also supported this approach and introduced

dedicated milk groups. 

(b) Milk  Specification  

We found considerable variation in milk characteristics

(fat/protein/casein) even across small milk fields.  There are

opportunities for dairies (and particularly smaller dairies) to

incentivise greater consistency by specifying and rewarding required

milk characteristics to match requirements of the target end product.

This can not only improve end product quality/consistency but also

save considerable costs for the processor. 

Some dairies already provide incentives for farmers to produce milk

to a particular specification through a structured price mechanism,

although arguably the incentives need to be greater.  

Many dairies, particular small ones, offer no direct incentive at all to

farmers to produce to a tight specification, with inevitable, but often

unrecognised and un-quantified impacts on quality and production

efficiency.    

Again this has been debated at length by the industry but our work

has shown that the solution often lies in having the right discussion

forums in place.  Structured groupings like supplier associations can

have a big beneficial impact.    
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(c) Milk  Output  Profile  

Analysis of weekly and daily milk production figures showed

considerable variation in the profile of milk output between

individual farms.  This is typically viewed as an unavoidable function

of natural variability for reasons such as the spring-flush, variable

output per animal or different farming approaches for example

grass-based versus intensive systems.

These are valid constraints and yet some farms achieve a much more

level production profile than others both on a seasonal and daily

basis. 

The chart below shows the milk output from 10 farms supplying a

particular dairy. It can be seen that on both a daily and weekly basis

milk output is quite variable at certain farms (A, H, I) whilst other

farms achieve a much more level profile (B, C, D, G).  (Note farms B,

C, D have collections every second day). These farms are all within

the same geographical area being in a radius of 30 miles from the

dairy and all of a similar herd size between 50 to150 cattle.  
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Similar variability is shown on a daily basis. 

Variability in milk output causes considerable inefficiencies in,

transport, inventory, production at the dairy and distribution,

although in many cases these are not fully recognised. 
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Again the answer probably lies in more discussion between dairies

and farmers and in better incentives. 

(d) Dairy  Operations  

Dairy UK has recently published a report on the international

competitiveness of UK dairy processors.  This has shown productivity

levels in line with EU averages.  Our work has shown that there is

only an introductory understanding of lean thinking across the dairy

processing sector.  If applied more widely it represents an

opportunity to improve competitiveness above the EU norm.  In all

of the dairies studied opportunities were found to improve

production practices including:  

! Better layout of equipment to reduce unnecessary handling of

product or movement of people and to achieve a better flow of

product.  

! Improved equipment effectiveness - particularly for bottling and

packaging operations. In a number of dairies bottling/packaging

involved significant milk and/or carton wastage, lost time due to

stoppages or machine breakdown and rework/recycling of milk or

bottles.

! Greater flexibility and a different focus in production planning to

reduce batch sizes and stockholding.  Fresh milk has a brief

product life (around 10-12 weeks) from milking to consumption or

further processing.  Every hour is therefore important.  However,

we found that waiting and storage time often means there is as

little as 2 or 3 days of life available to the consumer.

Compressing time through the chain would deliver a substantial

benefit for consumers.

Several of the dairies involved in our work took up the opportunity

of a �Masterclass� under the Dairy UK programme as a way of further

introducing lean thinking to shop floor operations.

2.    Improving  Transport  Efficiency

In our projects, the distribution of products from dairies onwards to

consumers was a regular source of opportunity for improvement.  
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These days, finished products often pass through a series of

distribution or consolidation centres in order to improve distribution

efficiency as this promotes the use of large, full vehicles.  However,

increasing the number of steps in the distribution chain can

introduce problems.  It leads to multiple handling of the product,

increased likelihood of product damage and greater instability in

demand signals. 

In many of the distribution depots, opportunities were identified to

improve layout and handling.  For example in one doorstep delivery

depot, value stream mapping demonstrated that every morning each

of the 20 milk floats ran approximately 500 metres within the

confines of the depot in the process of loading the crates. The

manager estimated that this was the equivalent of one float driving

to the south of France and back each year!   Layout and operating

procedures were subsequently altered. 

(a) Milk  Collection  

Since the abandonment of the Milk Marketing Board, milk collection

from farms has been the responsibility of individual dairies.  Overall

this has reduced efficiency because there is now duplication of

rounds by competing dairies. 

Our work included a review of the milk collection systems of the

individual dairies studied.  The efficiency of milk collection had not

been a major priority for many of the dairies involved.  Some were

using manual systems for planning milk collection and could benefit

from computerised routing and scheduling systems (CVRS),

commonly used in other sectors.

Some dairies collect from farm every-other-day rather than daily.

Although this requires increased capital expenditure for larger

storage tanks on farm, it is normally justified by savings in transport

costs.  However the impact on processing efficiency and shelf life is

not always factored in to the financial equations.  This is not to rule

out an alternate day collection system but suggests a more complete

evaluation is needed.   
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(b) Milk  Distribution

All of the large national dairy operators are involved in the bulk

transfer of milk between collection points and processing plants.

Our programme indicated a number of opportunities for efficiency

improvements.

! More rigorous performance measures such as Overall Vehicle

Effectiveness (OVE) could be introduced.   OVE is a composite

measure which takes account of the key parameters in transport

operations including the vehicle availability (total time minus idle

time), loading time, and breakdowns; vehicle performance in

terms of speeds and load factor, and quality in terms of on-time

delivery performance and paperwork accuracy.

! Many dairies still use manual systems for planning transport

operations relying on the experience and knowledge of their

transport controllers.  Evidence from other industry sectors

suggests that use of computerised vehicle routeing and

scheduling packages on larger fleets (typically those above 12 to

15 vehicles) has the potential to  reduce not only the size of

fleets, but also the costs of operations of the remaining vehicles.   

! Scope exists to eliminate multiple handling points in the chain

between dairy and consumer.  For example in a chain that

involved consolidation of cheese from a small regional

manufacturer to a major retailer, there were four transport legs

(one of which the processor was unaware of) to reach the retail

distribution centre.  There was an opportunity to remove at least

one to two transport legs and significant food miles which was a

potential �unique selling point� of this regionally produced

product.

3.    Reducing  Information  Complexity  

An important element of each project involves tracking information

flows through the chain from actual consumer sales to deliveries and

production schedules upstream.  Information is tracked both within

and between companies.  

There were highly complex and convoluted information flows in all of

the 8 chains.  Problems includes duplication of information between

computer and manual systems; multiple entry of data into

unconnected IT systems, errors in data entry and lack of coordination

between dairies, depots and the retail customer.  
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The chart below shows the information system for forecasting and

order processing linking a supermarket, cheese packing plant, dairy

and farms.

After mapping this process the managers involved could not

understand why the process had to be so complex and made

simplification an immediate priority.  
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However, the complexity shown in the chart is not uncommon and

has typically arisen because systems have been developed in a

piecemeal manner and bolted together, rather than being

developed through an overall supply chain information plan.  Many

of the companies launched initiatives to update and simplify the

information flow after working with us. 
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4.  Demand Management  

Analysing demand patterns showed us that consumer demand for

fresh milk and cheese is quite stable on a week by week profile.

However, demand signals that are passed up the chain are often

much more variable.  This is known as �demand amplification� or the

�bullwhip effect�.

If real-time consumer demand is predictable, then ordering and

production should ideally reflect the pattern.  We found that they

rarely do and the further along the chain away from the shopper, the

less aligned production and demand were in practice.

The variation in orders experienced by suppliers happens as

organisations pass orders along the supply chain making logical

adjustments at each step (for example to batch size or forecast,

production plans).  Unfortunately these adjustments accumulate and

distort level consumer demand to highly variable orders back in the

supply chain.  This can result in too much stock, poor production

planning, idle time and irregular shift patterns - all unnecessary and

unwanted costs.

The graph shows very clearly the demand amplification effect in a

cheese supply chain.  

Demand  Amplification  -  From  Consumer  Demand  at  Epos  to  Cheese

Packing
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In this example, true customer demand fluctuates at a modest 11%

but by the time the order has reached the cutting and packing plant

the variation is a massive 115%.  With this much change in

availability, the shopper sees gaps on shelf and price mark-downs.

Rather than one single cause for demand amplification, a

combination of factors work together to create the problem:

! Translation by the retailer of fairly predictable consumer demand

into batch orders perhaps using automatic algorithms;

! Order modification by distributors to adjust safety stocks;

! Rounding up or down to make full pallet or delivery loads;   

! Quantity discounts by manufacturers because they have long

changeovers and prefer long batches;

! Inaccurate forecasting for promotions; 

! Bulk buying at a bargain price or stock piling in anticipation of a

rising price.

The root cause of this problem in the dairy industry (as well as other

food chains) is a lack of collaborative planning between supply chain

partners.  In fact, understanding whether demand amplification

exists in the first place requires data from different businesses and

different points within the supply chain.  

In the 8 chains these negative impacts were generally not measured

nor even recognised.

There is an opportunity for chain partners to develop more

cooperative approaches to demand management, which could be

achieved at relatively low cost.   If demand management is linked to

lean policies for production planning and inventory management

there is potential for significant cost reduction and service level

improvement.
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There was also evidence that supply chain information systems and

practices could be improved at individual company locations which

currently contribute to distorted signals along the chain.   For

example in one particular chain, the reordering calculation had been

developed by a person without training in forecasting or ordering

methods.  This person calculated supplier orders using X days + C

constant which resulted in highly variable orders.  It was

demonstrated that a better method would ensure that orders

tracked demand more closely and stock was thereby reduced by

70%.

Cheese  Order  Demo

5.    Developing  Supply  Chain  Performance  Measures  

One objective of our pilots was to improve the efficiency of the

supply chain from farm to consumer.  In order to know how efficient

a chain is, a set of supply chain performance measures is necessary. 

In each of our pilot projects a set of between six and ten �Whole

Chain Key Performance Indicators� was developed by the team

members.  These were specific to each chain but would typically

include total time from cow to consumer, inventory levels, transport

time, product wastage, vehicle miles and on-shelf availability at the

store.  Once agreed, these are used to set �Future State� targets and

to monitor the impact of the improvement initiatives 

The table below gives an example of the set of supply chain KPI�s

developed in one particular chain. 
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Whole  Chain  Performance  Measures

Current  State
Future  State  Targets

(1  year  out)

Total Lead-time (excluding maturation) 34 days 20 days

Lead-time from Maturation to consumer 22 days 11 days

Value adding % time 0.6% 1%

Total Number of Steps 176 100

% of Value adding steps 7% 12%

Days of inventory 31 15

EPE ratio 7 days: 1 day 7 days: 1 day

Demand amplification index 10 3

Right first time product quality % 90.5% 95%

Total % wastage 1.7% 0.5%

% deliveries error free (presentation) 57 % 85%

On time delivery performance 97 % 99%

Product travel Distance 636 miles 636 miles

Plant travel distance 1886 m 1000 m

Prior to the pilot projects, none of the chains had an integrated

method of measuring whole chain performance.  Indeed this is rare

in any industry sector and is at the advanced end of business

improvement.  However, we believe the potential benefits are

enormous and this represents an opportunity for certain dairy chains

to be world leading. 

6.    Understanding  Customer  Value  

Lean thinking puts the spotlight on understanding value from the

customers� point of view. 

In most of the chains studied there was a need to gain a much

clearer and more consistent understanding of value from the point of

view of the end consumer.  This was particularly the case in relation

to fresh milk, which is often regarded as a simple commodity for

which price is the only important factor. 

In three pilots that focused on fresh milk, market research was

carried as part of the project. 
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The two tables below show the respective lists of �value attributes�

that were considered important in two of these chains.  In each chain

a representative sample of customers was surveyed in order to

understand the relative importance of these characteristics.  

Constituents  of  Value  -  Fresh  Organic  Milk
through    Supermarket  outlet

Available when looked for

Local product

Supports local communities & farmers

Low food miles

Free of pesticides

Free of antibiotics

Good size portions

Healthy

Good for the environment

Good value for money

Product range

Label information

Constituents  of  Value  -  Doorstep  Milk  

Is delivered by a friendly reliable milkman      

Is fresh daily                                                     

Is a very convenient way to get my milk 

Is delivered early in the morning

Is healthy

Is always delivered on time  

Supports local communities and farmers

Is a local product                         

Comes in returnable glass bottles

Travels a short distance from farm to customer

Has a low impact on the environment

Is Good value for money

In all three cases the findings of the customer-value research

reshaped marketing policies and helped to clarify how improvements

in supply chain performance could deliver a better product and

service for consumers thereby boosting sales and profitability.  

Improvement Solutions

As a rule of thumb we believe the areas of waste (non value adding

activity) comprise around 20% of costs within dairy supply chains.

Using data from the TNS World Panel, the value of UK dairy

production at retail prices is £7.6bn.  A broad brush estimate of

potential waste in the industry is therefore around £1.5bn.  

Clearly this is a generalisation.  All dairy chains are different and

there is no such thing as a waste free chain.  However, we believe

that with the sustained application of lean thinking along the lines of

our pilots that significant savings are achievable and that these are

of a magnitude to have a major impact on the sectors profitability

and international competitiveness.
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To unlock this potential the dairy industry has to adopt a more

collaborative approach.  

We found a limited degree of cooperation between dairy chain

partners. There are many examples of suspicion, lack of trust and in

some cases outright hostility between farmers, dairies and retailers.

Many of the relationships in the chains are at arms length and

focused on an adversarial approach to price negotiations.  In

consequence, there appear to have been few attempts to develop

an integrated, cooperative and proactive approach to the planning

and improvement of dairy chains � though there are recent signs of

change.  

In a competitive market economy, all benefits from improved

efficiency will eventually flow through to consumers.  However, to

incentivise change, innovative companies should receive a first

mover advantage.

This principle also applies to collaborative projects.  Companies will

only feel inclined to improve repeatedly if they receive some

personal benefit each time.  In our pilots the benefits have indeed

been shared but there is a prevailing perception amongst farmers

and some processors that others in the chain will reap all of the

rewards from collaboration.  For the full potential from collaboration

to be realised, this perception must be tackled, preferably by

companies leading through example.   

The projects revealed many opportunities for beneficial cooperation

between chain partners in areas such as demand planning,

production planning, process improvement, inventory control and

marketing that are not being exploited. 

We have identified the following steps the dairy industry could do to

implement lean and realise the potential benefits.
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1.    Gain  a  better  Understanding  of  Customer  Value

It is strongly recommended that the starting point for any supply

chain improvement initiative, be that by an individual company, or a

group of farmers, or a vertical supply chain grouping of farmers,

processor and retailer, should be the development of a clear and up-

to date understanding of the key constituents of customer value and

of the relative importance of these attributes.  In all the chains

analysed as part of this project there was an opportunity and indeed

a real need, to gain a deeper understanding of customer value.  

Understanding the end-consumer�s value proposition effectively

defines the goal posts for all players in the supply chain.  A clear

statement of customer value becomes the touch stone for all

improvement.  It focuses effort into key areas of improvement and

importantly avoids resource going to initiatives that may be of little

or no perceived value by the customer. 

There are many ways that individual business or the chain could go

about this.  The Food Chain Centre has highlighted the importance

of good consumer insight using information that is provided by the

dunnhumby Academy of Consumer Research at Kent University. 

2.    Develop  Horizontal  Cooperation  -  Farmer  Supplier  Associations

A �Supplier Association� is a club of suppliers who form together for

mutual self-help and learning and involve a long term relationship.

Supplier Associations can be product based and involve all those

businesses that supply the product from the farmers through to the

processor and final customer.  So members of the Association are all

involved in supplying the same customer and the Association

involves all parties to the chain.

In farming and food there are many supply chain arrangements that

involve groups of farmers and others in the chain, for example:

! A supplier that exists as a category manager;

! An existing �milk field� in dairy;

! A business improvement group set up to develop best practice

based on benchmarking;
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! A farmer controlled business set up for marketing or purchasing

reasons.   

These arrangements are not supplier associations in themselves but

could form the basis around which an association could be built.  In

all cases the Supplier Association would represent an enhancement

to existing arrangements. 

Objectives are likely to include:

! Improving the delivery schedule, for example through larger

batch numbers, better timing or improved logistics. 

! Improving quality, for example through better feedback of

product performance, reviewing product specifications, sharing

best practice.

! Developing the abilities and skills of suppliers through training

and the use of appropriate continuous improvement methods.

! Facilitating strategy formulation and the flow of information

including the latest market developments.  

! New product development;

! Comparing the performance of suppliers in a structured way;

! Increasing trust. 

Supplier associations may be developed independently by groups of

farmers and run by and for that group.  However it is strongly

recommended that for supplier associations to be most effective

they should directly involve the key customer of the group.  Most

dairies are now supplied by a dedicated group of farms. The dairy

should take the lead in developing the supplier association.  

As the customer to the farms, the dairy should be clear in stating its

requirements in terms of milk quality, delivery schedules and

production profiles. The dairy should then work in conjunction with

its farmer group to help each member achieve the standards and

performance required.  Moreover dairies should take the lead not

only in encouraging farms to work together on sharing best practice

but also be actively involved with the farms in joint process

improvement initiatives.
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Where major retailers are contracting with dedicated herds for their

milk supply, they too should be proactively involved in the

improvement process. 

In practice the dairies and retailers are more likely than farmers to

have the financial and organisational resources to facilitate

meaningful supplier associations. Moreover it has been

demonstrated in other industries that the most effective supplier

associations require a strong lead from the customer companies in

the chain.    

3.    Develop  Vertical  Cooperation    -  Demand  Management    

All the chains involved in our programme suffered demand

amplification effects to a greater or lesser extent.   Large swings in

demand reverberate along the chains causing problems for inventory

management, production efficiency, and distribution resource

planning. 

Chain partners could all benefit by adopting a coordinated approach

to managing demand. The aim would be to align production and

activity along the chain to the rate of real end customer demand.

This will avoid the wastes of over-production and excess inventory,

as well as the dangers of under-production and failures to meet

customer demand - all of which are found in existing chains.   

Developing close vertical cooperation between companies along

supply chains is rarely easy and is likely to be particularly difficult in

the dairy sector given the recent history of price pressures, suspicion

and antagonism.

However a cooperative approach to demand planning together with

a �whole chain perspective� on inventory planning is a very effective

mechanism for companies to start to work together.  Joint demand

management requires little or no expenditure yet can reap

significant and immediate cost savings. It just requires a commitment

to develop simple mechanisms to share demand information

captured at the consumer end of the chain, with the upstream

partners. 
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There are opportunities for all parties along the chain to benefit and

providing a reasonable approach to benefit sharing is agreed at the

outset, the gains from joint demand management can provide a

platform of trust on which to build further cooperative activity.

4.    Improve  Operational  Performance  by  Adopting  Lean  Techniques

Our work demonstrated that many operations along the dairy supply

chain could benefit by the adoption of simple and often fairly basic

lean approaches to process improvement.  This is perhaps most

apparent in the dairies � particularly in terms of bottling and packing

activities  where even in modern plants there is scope for

improvement.

Particular focus should be given to improving overall equipment

effectiveness (availability, performance and quality), plant layout and

movement patterns of product, people and equipment. 

Distribution depots could also benefit from a review of operational

processes.  Because depots are often perceived by managers as

straight forward transhipment functions such a review may not have

taken place for some time.  

The application of lean concepts and techniques to farming

operations offers potentially significant opportunities to transform

efficiency and profitability.  

The underlying objective of lean operational improvements is to

eliminate wasteful, non-value-adding steps from business processes.

Lean could be applied to most of the processes on the farm ranging

from milking, production of fodder crops, cattle breeding or record -

keeping systems. 

The lean tools and techniques may need some adaptation,  but

perhaps the most important requirement will be for farmers to be

open minded, innovative and determined to improve their

operations
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The Food Chain Centre wishes to acknowledge David Taylor, Cardiff

Business School for his contribution to this report.

5.    Develop  Better  Process  Measurement  

�If you don�t measure it, you can�t manage it� is a well worn but

important management cliché.  Throughout the dairy supply chain it

is recommended that attention is given to determining the most

appropriate measures for processes.

Dairying as with many other industries generates a plethora of data,

much of which is collected to meet legislative requirements on issues

ranging from product quality to traceability and environmental

impact.    In fact managers throughout the dairy chain often appear

to be drowning in a sea of data. 

Although data is also collected on processes such as production and

delivery, our work highlighted that in terms of process improvement,

many companies lack clarity about what are, or should be the key

performance measures. 

One of the powerful attributes of a lean approach is that it identifies

the vital few key measures for any process, be that a large and

complex system such as the whole supply chain,  a part of the

process such as a distribution operation,  or an individual element of

the system such as a single machine or piece of equipment.  Lean is

able to provide clarity as to what should be included as the key

measures by linking them directly to the process objectives in terms

of achieving the lean principles and the elimination of waste.
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